REVITALIZE YOUR ONLINE PRESENCE WITH BPS BACKLINKING
Here at BPS Blog Posting Services we are eager to share tips that can provide a boost for
your business online, and here’s one to take particular note of - having prospective
customers channeled to your website through blog postings is a surefire way to increase
your exposure on the web and increase traffic to your site. It is not so much the blog
posting itself that accomplishes this, but rather it’s the product of effective “back linking.”
A Backlink is the URL of your website incorporated into the text of the article featured in
the blog.
This blog posting service is available to any and all who understand the value of having
readily-accessible hyperlinks drawing viewers back to their website. These include One
Way Links on high-ranking websites like Google and any number of permanent backlinks
circulating on the web by the means of regular blog submissions.
BPS offers up to 600 blogs that will accept your article with the freedom to embed 3 URLs
per post, for a total of up to 1800 backlinks that explicitly serve to redirect the reader to
your home page. Even if you were to select only a third of these blogs as landing spots for
the articles that promote YOUR business exclusively, you could still be certain of seeing
the visits to your website increase tenfold or more.
BPS Blog Posting Services will see to it your article is published in at least 100 blogs with
3 links to web pages of your choosing. What’s more, our staff will submit each article
manually and you will receive a submission report verifying the entry for each publishing.
Rest assured, this is a first-person blog posting service and not an automated submission
function where there is the possibility of some blog postings being omitted. Your articles
will be posted to “fresh” blogs every time you request the service, and the backlinks remain
permanent even after the article has been surpassed as the blog’s landing page.
Regularly utilizing a blog posting service and taking advantage of the back linking it
provides promises to make the doorway to your online storefront a popular one. To learn
more how you can incorporate BPS Blog Posting Services into your efforts, visit
www.blogpostingservice.biz

